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Eventually, Rich sold the truck with sellers remorse a few days later, but he knew if the
opportunity to build a hot rod C10 arose again, he would jump all over it. Well, 20 years later, a
C10 was spotted in the sideyard of one of the shops customers Randy Bundy. After some after
some persistent pestering from Rich, the owner of the truck agreed on a trade for the truck if
Rich worked on his roadster. A few days of working on the roadster and Randy delivered the
truck to Rich's shop in Spokane, Washington. Rich thought that it would be a great idea to graft
some Corvette suspension on the chassis of the stock C10, so with the help from his two sons,
Brad and Mike, an '86 Corvette was found on eBay for a steel of a price. Rich waited for the
Corvette to arrive after winning the bid and, to his surprise, it was in good shape. Plans were to
take the stock C10 suspension and swap it for the lightweight aluminum suspension from the
Corvette. After stripping the truck down to bare bones, the Corvette suspension was mocked up
to the C10 frame, and with some fabrication everything looked like it would fit. The Corvette
rack-and-pinion was too long to fit under the frame, so Rich found a smaller Mustang II rack that
would slip under into the custom IFS crossmember he had built out of tubing. For the rear
suspension, Rich also used the Corvette rear dog bones with custom mounts but not without
some modifications to the stock C10 framerails. QA1 coilovers held all four wheels to the
ground and gave the vehicle some adjustment in stance and ride. After the rust was filled and
the suspension welded into place, the truck started to take shape. Rich was having a hard time
deciding on which wheels to run with the pickup and started looking at what other vehicles had
been running. The '10 Camaro wheels looked really nice to Rich so he measured to see if they
would fit and, what do you know, they bolted right up. The big-block engine came out of a '95
Chevy pickup and was torn apart to get rebuilt by Cassell Performance Engines of Spokane,
Washington. Rich had oversized 0. To top off the motor, an Edelbrock Torker intake and
Edelbrock Performer carb help free up some potential horsepower underhood. A 2 exhaust was
custom made by Dan Ray, and Turbo mufflers helped tame the noise of the big-block. The last
thing to do now was assemble the body panels and prep for paint. Mike made sure the panels
were nice and straight before the DuPont Linen White was laid down. Underhood, the inner
fender panels were sprayed with DuPont Black and cleared for a high-gloss look. We asked Rich
what the best part about his finished C10 was, he said, "Working with my talented sons and
finally being able to drive my dream truck with my wife Nadine in the passenger seat. Spokane,
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The kit includes a rear anti-roll bar and uses OEM cross-axis pivot bushings at all pivot points.
The kit also includes Torrington bearings and a spanner tool for easy spring height
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Sellers Login My Vehicles. Our vehicles were viewed 9,, times in Jan Previous Next. While he's
got plenty of great memories with him, his most vivid were the ones spent with his grandpa in
his Chevy C The shop gave Dee a chance to work hands-on in the shop, and while Dee's father
and brothers didn't catch the lowrider bug, Dee certainly did. To date he's purchased around 15
custom cars that he turned into show cars. Throughout that time, he always kept his eye out for
the elusive Chevy C It was a truck he wanted, a truck bucket list project and upon his

grandfather's death the search became that much more serious, that much more meaningful,
and that's when he found a Chevy C10 owned by Mannie Fresh. Following this discovery, Dee
would consistently bug him to sell it, and his resilience wound up paying off. The deal was done
and the truck was driven as-is for the following month. When he was ready to give the truck a
face-lift, he brought it to the shop and began skim coating every panel to bring the body
straight. Around the same time, Dee was craving a little more power, so he sourced an LS2 from
a Denali and had Luis Castro perform the motor swap. Although Dee had already built plenty of
lowriders, he had different plans for the classic truck. He had a taste for the Texas-style billet
wheels and wanted to add them to a lowrider-style vehicle. To accomplish that, he purchased
billet Intro wheels and had Big Rick from Hialeah add his custom touch by engraving the wheels
and every chrome addition on the Chevy. Once the wheels were mounted, Dee found out quickly
that the rearend needed altering to fit the wider wheels, so he shortened the rearend and added
a four-link with coilovers to accommodate the reverse-lip 28x12s. During the build, the body
was pulled from the frame where everything was powdercoated and the belly was rhino lined
along with the bed. Dee added 3-D lettering of "Low Lyfe" to the bed showing his car club pride.
A 2-inch drop was added to all four corners bringing the Chevy lower but still at a safe ride
height. Nunez Brothers Upholstery then flipped the interior by fitting it with yards of red leather
and suede with some billet accents while Ultimate Customs fitted inch Kicker subwoofers
behind each seat. The Chevy C10 is the first truck in Dee's fleet and probably the most proud
he's been of any of his vehicles due to the level of nostalgia the truck gives him every day. He
wishes to thank God because without him he wouldn't be in his present position. He wanted to
thank his beautiful wife, Lidya, and their four kids, Daya, Mary, Yela, and Lil Dee, for all their
understanding and support. He would also like to thank his club members and Low Lyfe family
for their support through all the late nights. His grandfather is most certainly looking down with
pride at Dee's hard work and dedication, making "La Mamalona" one of the baddest trucks in
South Florida. Suspension QA1 adjustable coilovers, Energy Suspension complete mounts and
bushings, ladder bars in rear, C-notch frame, 2-inch drop spindles, 1-inch drop coil done by
Daniel and Sons. Sound Pioneer head unit, six 6. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend.
Phil Gordon Words. Nickname La Mamalona. Owner David Espinoza. Club Low Lyfe. Share on
Facebook Share on Twitter. All rights reserved. More on this:. There are many options from
various brands going for around that much, from electric Teslas to the Mercedes-Benz S-Class.
The old bowties, on the other hand, often jump over the threshold. This one was significantly
modified to become an all-metal-looking apparition, cold on the outside but seemingly very
warm and comfy inside. The truck is a two-tone affair, with most of the body coming in Sonic
Titanium, while the roof displays a hue called Arctic Blizzard White. The truck's body looks
extremely smooth thanks to the tucked bumpers, and quite aggressive because of the raising of
the bed by about three inches. The interior is wrapped, naturally, in leather and benefits from a
Detroit Speed steering wheel and custom gauges on the dashboard. The unnamed garage
behind this build fitted inside most of the technology one would expect to have at their disposal
today, including a Jensen head unit with a backup camera, GPS, and Bluetooth. The engine bay
holds an LS1 powerplant of unknown power in this configuration, working via a 4-speed
automatic. The powerplant, which has some 1, miles 1, km of use on it since fitted on this truck,
is a beauty to look at, being partially covered in a color called Corvette Indigo Gold. Editor's
note: This article was not sponsored or supported by a third-party. You will only receive our top
stories, typically no more than 5 per day yes no. Now your classic Chevy can have the handling
characteristics of an exotic sports car! Little or no welding is required to install this chassis. A
triangulated 4-bar rear suspension with a 9" rear end can handle an abundance of power while
also providing excellent lateral support. Suspension comes courtesy of Strange adjustable
coil-over shocks, with further ride fine tuning possible with an AME adjustable anti-sway bar.
Impala, Biscayne that provides a low ride height and great handling. From front and rear
subframes, and our new Multlink Independent Rear Suspension, never before has there been so
many options for your Camaro. If you're building a "sleeper," Art Morrison's new chassis for
Chevrolet pickup trucks is key. Imagine a plus year-old truck that handles like a new Corvette.
Owners of Chevy C10 pickups can obtain superior handling, improved ride quality and an
attractive, lower stance through replacing their OEM chassis. Give our sales team a call for
more information. Three years in the making and with the performance and road testing
complete, Art Morrison Enterprises "revolutionary" Multilink IRS is now ready for sale! Multilink
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a White Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th
Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in
Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was
originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being
relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic driver information center,
head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling. This Chevrolet Corvette in
LeMans Blue comes from a long-term year private collection and is powered by aci V8 which
has been rebuilt, mated to a 4-speed manual transmission. The black vinyl interior has been
reupholstered, and the car has a modern audio system, power steering, and power brakes.
Located in Annandale, Minnesota, this C3 Corvette is now offered by the selling dealeron a
clean Minnesota title. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center.
About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities.
Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their respective
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company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Orders open for the
model next month before production changes over later this year. Despite rumors that the
mid-engine Chevrolet Corvette Stingray would see a price bump after its introductory model
year, the model won't cost a single cent more. Car and Driver first reported the news on
Wednesday. The steady entry prices rule out a rumor from last year that indicated Chevy had
plans to increase the starting price after the model year. We certainly could see a price increase
later in the car's life -- the C7-generation car certainly did -- but for now the C8 Corvette is safe
from a p
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rice hike. Orders for the Corvette Stingray will open next month while Corvette production does
its best to keep humming along. It's been quite a rough start for the guys and gals building the
car in Bowling Green, Kentucky after the UAW strike delayed the production start. As the sports
car started to roll off the assembly line in greater numbers, General Motors in March paused all
North American production to slow the spread of COVID, the disease the coronavirus causes.
While Chevy continues cranking out the base car, the brand is hard at work on the next rumored
installment into the C8 Corvette family : a new Corvette Z Be respectful, keep it civil and stay on
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threads can be closed at any time at our discretion. Sean Szymkowski. June 11, a. Enlarge
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